Dr. Rudy Henning was the visionary who in 1996 saw the potential for creating a comprehensive program in research and education in wireless & microwave circuits and systems. He is the reason that the WAMI Center at USF exists, and in that spirit we have awarded EE Undergraduate Students Charles Curtiss and Kiran Shila the 2017 Professor Rudy Henning endowed scholarship.

The “Professor Rudy Henning Award for Excellence in Wireless and Microwave Studies” provides up to two $250 awards each year to undergraduate students who demonstrate outstanding technical potential in the area of wireless engineering and a strong interest in helping others. It is a modest amount but may have a major impact in encouraging young students to pursue a career in wireless/microwave engineering.

The first awardees were announced in November 2016, and the department looks forward to continuing the tradition of the award in Dr. Henning’s honor.

If you would like to contribute to this scholarship for future awards, please visit the following link and donate to the Professor Rudy Henning Award for Excellence fund (220081002): https://usffdn.usf.edu/ugiving/default.aspx?search=henning&Activity=FUNDS&tab=All&origin=&comments=&solcode=&a=&searchagain=true.